The following text corrections apply to the first printing of *Supplement to Recommended Practice SNT-TC-1A (Q&A Book): Ultrasonic Testing*. Subsequent printings of the document will incorporate the corrections into the published text.

### Level I
Page 16, Question 130 – Answer “b” should be changed to read:

b. distance a discontinuity is from the transducer and its length in the direction of transducer travel, depth below the surface

Page 18, Question 147 – Answer “a” of should be changed to read:

a. a case, a crystal, a mount, wear plate and backing

### Level II
Page 21, Question 7 – The correct answer is “c”.

Page 30, Question 74 – The correct answer is “a”.

Page 31, Question 80 – Answer “c” should be changed to read:

c. greater than $\pi 1/4$ the thickness of the part.

Page 33, Question 102 – The correct answer is “a”.

Page 33, Question 116 – The correct answer is “c”.

### Level III
Page 48, Question 7 – Should be deleted.